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'"IRELRSS TELEGRAPHY. 

USES AND LIMITATIONS. 

In this paper is presented a brief resurae of the history 

of wireless telegraphy, a statement of the principles on 

which it is founded, an attempt to explain its mechanism, and 

a discussion of its uses and the dif~ iculties yet to be sur-~ 

mounted in its application. 



HISTORICAL RRSUP .. 

M. Quglielmo 2:arconi, the inventor of this method of corn-

rQunication, made his first experiments on his father's estate 

in 1895, having conceived the idea while a student under rof. 

Right who had taken up the work of Hertz in investigating the 

properties of electric waves. 

Prof. iVilliarn Crooke (best known as the inventor of 

Crooko's Tubes) had foreseen the possibility of utilizing elec-

tric waves to transmit intelligence, an,i in 1892 published n 

article from ,rich the following extract is taken: 

':hether vibrations of he ether, longer than those which 

affect us as light, may not be constantly at work around us, we 

have, until lately, never seriously inquired. _;ut the re-

searches of Lodge in Lngland and of Pertz in Cermany give us 

an almost infinite range of ethereal vibrations or electrical 

rays, from wave-lengths of thousands of miles down to a few 

feet. Pere is unfolded to us a new and astoundin world -

one which it is hard to conceive should contain no possibili-

ties of transmitting and receiving intelligence. 

"Nays of light will not pierce through a wall, nor, as is 

known only too well, through a London fog, but electrical vi-

brations of a yard or more in length will easily pierce such 

mediums, which to them will be transparent. There, then, is 
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revealed the bewilderin possibility of telegraphy without 

wires, posts, cables, or any of our present costly appliances. 

Granted a few reasonable postulates, the whole thing cores 

within the reaps of possible fulfillment. At the present time 

experimentalists are able to ,cnerate electrical waves of any 

desired wave-length, from a few feet upwards, and to keep up 

a succession of such waves radiating into space in all direc-

tions. It is possible, too, with some of there rays, if not 

with all, to refract them through suitably shaped bodies, act -

trig as lenses, and so direct a sheaf of rays in any given {ii-

rection; enormous lens shaped asccs of pitch and similar bod-

ies have been used for this purpose. .lso an experimentalist 

at a distance can receive so~o, if not all, of these rays on a 

properly constituted instru.ent and by concerted signals mossa-

pen in the foree Code can then past from one operator to an-

other. 

";hat, therefore, remains to be discovered is firstly, 

simpler and more certain means of gonorating electrical rays 

of any desired rave-length, from the shortest, say of a fow 

feet in leng=th, which will easily pass through buildings and 

fogs, to those long waves whose lengths are measured by tons, 

hundreds and thousands of miles; secondly, more delicate ro-

coivers which will respond to wave-lengths between certain de-

fined limits and be silent to all others; thirdly, means of 

darting the sheaf of rays in any dcrtrad diroction, whether by 
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lens or reflectors, by the help of which the sonsitiv~nesc of 

the receivers {apparently he cat iifVicult ^f the prob7.e is 

to be colvad) would not need to he so delicate as when the 

raa s to he picked up are sir= ly raiiating into space in all 

directions and fading away according to the law of inverse 

s qu are s • 

"Any two fric s living within the radius of the sontsibil-

ity of their rce oct ive instruments, having first decided on 

heir spocil wave-length and attuned their respective instru-

~crnts to mutual receptivity, could thus coirnunicate as long and 

as often as they please by tuning the impulses to produce long; 

and short intervals on the ordinary gorse Cole." 

This clear exposition of the rcthods and needs of wireless 

telegraphy, clear today, probably attracted or entary attention 

as a ac tent i st' s drez and was then f or dot ten. 

However, the properties of electric waves continued to be 

ar: intcrOs t int field fc,r investigation. 

iranlyr, in 1$1, had discovered their offoct on various 

kirdas of .Metallic powders or filings. .heso, which are normal-

ly in imporroot contact when in small massoe and offer resist-

ance to the passage of electric currents, become conducting 

when acted upon by electric waves of sufficient intensity and 

thus afford a valuable means of ietecting thoati. They remain in 

this conductive state until t.;pped or shaken when their normal 

/"~ condition is restored. 
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air Oliver Lodge explained this action, improved the manu-

facture, called t1 completed wave detector a coherer, and used 

it in 1894 for detecting waves generated at a distance of 40 

yards. opoff, in 1895, invented an autoratic tapper for re-

storing its non conductivity and (attached to short vertical 

wires) used the coherer as a wave detector for lecturing pur-

~oses and for indicating naves generated by the approach of 

ordinary thunder storms. He hoped "that his rparatua with 

further improvements would be adapted to the transmission of 

signals at a distance by the aid of quick electric vibrations." 

Plo one, however, had seen how to construct nor apparently con- 

ceived the commercial importance of a syntem of telegraphy 

without wires, except Crooke. The instruments were ready but 

their practical combination was not yet made. Ac previously 

stated, Marconi was a friend and pupil of prof. ::ighi, a noted 

investigator of the properties of electric waves, and it was 

while ansisting at fli~.hi's experiments that he became convinced 

of the possibility of wireless telegraphy. e at once corc'enced 

experimenting, and in 1885 successfully transmitted intelligible 

messages up to a distance of 2 miles, using a ighi oscillator, 

a Branly-I..od e coherer, and a L opoff tapper. 

In the summer of 1896 he conducted experiments in Z.ngland 

for the British Postal authorities, covering a distance of .i 

miles. His first ritish patent is (kited July 2d of that year. 

In 1897 further experLients weri carried on for both the English 

and Italian overnments, messages being exchanged at distances 



up to 10 wiles, and in august a company was forr^.ed in :.ng1and 

to exploit the invention. These experiments attracted v:•ide at-

tention; other Eovernments were not slow to perceive the value 

of this method of communication to their naval and r^erchant 

ships, and a host of investigators, stimulated by the attractions 

of a new science or the vista of ccmmercicl rev arm?, plunged 

into the study of this fascinating subject. 

`f so many now well known names, it seers invidious to 

.ent ion any, but it appears that =, rof. . Braun of Strasburg and 

Lodge were the earliest to appl ° the known laws of electrical 

vibrations in conductors to wireless telegraphy, and possibly 

the most influential in pointing the way to the present prac-

tice of the art. 

In 18:8 messages were exchanged by th 'arconi system up 

to 25 miles, and in 1$99 to 7"' miles. The great changes made 

in the .'.arconi apparatus about this time show the effect on 

his ideas of the work of ot',ier investigators, and th decided 

increase in rave obtained shows that the changes were in the 

right direction. So radical were these charges 4That the appar-

atus brought out is sometimes celled °:arconi'e new system, and 

it has been claimed in patent suits that he abandoned the ma.. 

terial of his original invention, retaining only the idea and 

adopted the material of others as being better adapted to the 

commercial exchange of intelligence. : n 1839, 'luring the 

English Naval maneuvers, a maximum of 50 miles eras obtained. 

M. "arconi came to the Jnited States during the fall of the 
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Bame year to superintend the use of his system in reporting, 

the international yacht races off Sandy hook. At the request 

of the Bureau of ::;quipuent a Board of officers was appointed 

to witness and report on this use of the system. 

Immediately after the yacht races .larconi sets were install-

ed
 SS ̂  ~ TT ^R"~ and ed of the T+air Y©T3ii, ~~~~tia~~►CFi'.J~I£i .. ~, and ';'orpet~o Boat OR TER, ~ , 

at the Highlands of Navesink. Tests betwoon the Ni ; ` C0K and 

MASSACEUSETTS were successful up to 36.5 piles, and one way up 

to 47 miles, between the F'ighlands and a ship 16.5 miles, and 

between the CFTE and tF ASSACN:USETTS 8.5 ruiles• The Board rec-

ornmended that the system be riven a trial in the Navy. 

In 19CC the British Admiralty made a contract with the 

f`arconi Company- to supply; 32 sets of apparatus provided that 

meesares were successfully exchanred between ships at orts-

mouth and ortland, a distance of about 5: piles, with land 

intcrventh . his was '.one and try apparatus supplied at cost 

price and an aditional royalty of 100 f  per year on each set 

-of instruments installed. A similar offer was made about this 

time tc the United States ?'aavy Department, but a satisfactory 

agreement could not be reached, and it may b4 stated here that 

the policy of the ::arconi company to retain control over its 

instruments - to license them, in other words, for particular 

uses - Las up to the present time prevented that company 

from supplying any material to the Navy Department. Sometime 
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subsequent to the teats of `=arconi's apparat.:s, a Board ap-

pointed to consider he use of ho ing pi eons in can cction 

with the transriiswion of r:o^laces, recormended that the use of 

hor:iin, pison be discontinued when some s~jsto of wireless 

tole raphjr was adopted. This Board fRet at the •ar College, 

__ and I havu horo a blue print of wireleas tele FTraph receiver 

connections for coRunieation with ewnort which shows quite 

unint.ontionaliy the union of these two methods of transrittin, 

intellienco, tb water ^+ar?c of the paper (a bird with a letter 

in its peak} having pr1.nted se well or better than the dlagrura. 

Other conparniea, in the recantir~<e, entered the field and 

nearly all vern ents conducted experiuents in wireless tele-

graphy. Ttably, in the united states, the Signal Corps of the 

ar epartmont, and :'rof. . Fc^ecnden for the .eather 3ureau of 

the A rioultural 'department. :shout, his time i UOC .lj the 

affect of dri lilt in decreasing distance of t.r a niesion, the 

scrocnln cffect,in certain cosee, of high land, and Interrup-

tion due to atmospheric signals were noted. 

"n 19'1, using "`-;=rconi's mnf?ified cycle , prcv~ously re-

ferred to, cc- unication was obtained between the Lizard nd 

the a lie of irbt, a d i^ t; nce of about 16 niles, with an ex-

pertditu»e of but 15 watts, about 1/5 of a :'.. . 

ncourar od by this snoce^s "arconi boldly attempted to 

span the tlantie, and during 19' l built two large stations, 

one at oldhu, in Cornwall, ngland, the other at Oouth "etU-
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fleet, Mass. on Capp Cod). 3oth staticns were badly damaged 

by storms but the rold'r,u station was rebuilt and ia.arconi having 

arranged a sending progra•n with z oldhu proceeded to Cape race, 

near Ct. Johns, 'ewfoundland, and attaching his receiver to a 

wire about 40C feet long suspended from a kite, announced to 

the world on cember 12, 1G1, that letters agreed upon had 

been received at the intervals agreed upon. This statement 

e~:cited wi,1e spread interest and much controversy j and con-

grapula''ions and attentions were showered on i . :arconi. 

:hile the Cape Cod station was being reconstructed, ti. 

L:arconi made a trip from Couthampton to ew :i ork on the American 

liner i> ILAD ,PHIA, which vessel had been provided with his best 

type of receiving apparatus• Cn his arrival in New fork the an-

nouncement was made that a complete message had been received 

when 1550 miles from i oldhu, and letters at a distance of 2x91 

miles. _luring the same year the Italian uovernment placed the 

CARLC ALBERTO at his disposition for the purpose of conducting 

further experiments. Messages Were received on the C LC 

ALBk.WLG from i oldhu at intervals during the entire time of a 

voyage from :'lymouth, ;ngla=, d, to apezi. , Italy- , and subse-

quently on a similar voyage to Cronstadt, and while lying in 

the harbor of Gydney, ova cotia• 

:wring the summer of 1~O2 a station was built on Thble 

goad, Cape Breton Island, and on December 21st tlree messages 

Gene
were sent to oldhu. one from the Governo

rb
r o anaaa to the 



Sind of azxgland, one from the Captain of the CAa'LC AL3 ~ . 

to the in1 or taly, and one to the on<ion Tir s from its 

spoct:.l corrccpon;;jo it. 

,n the compiet ion of t1 Cape Co station in lvC3, the 

followin ; riesaa~e was nont to ' oldhu, nuary lath: 

is a s jesty, ,d and VII I  Ktni of .n land . 

'In tak ink advantage of the wonderful triumph of 
ocicn`.if is rcee xro1► and inj~on.aity w'1iic . has ha cn achicvod 
in perfecting a s rstorn of wireless tale raphy, X extend 

bpi"'mlf of t~..z :: ican rt?op1e most. corC?i l reettn` ..s 
and Cosd wishes to you and to all the people of the 
rit.fnh ..,.-. ire. 

P'~ 4 

The reply was ham' cahic . 

^. .~. ,~_ . T .., rt 
.. t..': .. .4 ',J __ ... . .,.. ....,. 

C Once that, t irae, though both the 'oldhu amY Cape Cod sta-

tions are workinr in conr.ecticn with steamers, and reports are 

occasionally received that liners are simultaneouely in connec-

tion with both stations, nc attempt ban been made to conduct 

tram-s:tlantic buninean. The Cape ' ar_e station is heir, rebuilt 

and refular cammianlcatian to eorpete with cable l ones is 7romis-

c<.I . 

Te National . .lect rtc Cirnaithir Company of ":ashtn ;ton, ID. 

C., in also cones eruct ink; Stations with this end in view. 

The U.3. 7. Navy ue?>artment, while prat chin an/i investti ating 

the prc; ress of w .relesn telcrraphy abroad and at home, made no 

attempt to conduct experiments on :ite own account from 1893 to 

1JC2. In the eantime, Fe senden and ;.e Forest in the ,'nited 
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,.̀ S'tates, jlaby and Draun in Germany, iochefort and Ducretet 

in France, and Lodge and uirhead in En:-;land had developed 

and operated systems differing largely in instruments and 

methods, and to some extent in principles. 

In August 1302, the Chief of the Bureau of Equipment 

directed the trial of sets from each of the above, (except 

Braun and k essenden) , which had been purchased for the 

purpose. These tests extended from August 1902 to July 1903, 

stations being established for the purpose at tlnnapolis and 

Washington and on the TOPKA * £BAILIE. The instructions 

to the Board were specific in the points to which particulcr 

attention was to be paid, Lich were as follows: 

(a) Distance of reliable transmission for given height 

of aerial wire. 

(b) Energy employed in transmission. 

(c) Accuracy and reliability. 

(d) vapidity of transmission. 

( e) Adjustments necessary for varying distance of 

transmission. 

(f) Effect of heat, fog, rain, and general varying 

atmospheric conditions. 

(g) Effects of vibrations due to neighboring machinery. 

(h) Effect of interference from beighboring electric 

circuits or magnetic disturbances. 

( i) Effect of rolling or pitching of ship. 

(j) Danger from the sparks from sending wire. 
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(k) Interference from any cause whatever. 

The best results between ship and shore were obtained 

with the Sla►by-Arco apparc.tus, and were as follows: 

Annapolis and PRAIRIE - Annapolis 84 miles, PRAIRIE 107 miles 
" " TOPEKA " 70 f TOP? KA 70 " 

The Board reported that the ;laby-^{rco apparatus was the 

one best adapted to Naval use among all the systems tried, 

(not only on account of its treater range, but from its 

reliability, freedom from interference, adjustability, and 

ease of manipulation by unskilled or poorly trained operators), 

and recommended the purchase of sufficient sets for the euli-

ment of vessels and, shore stations. 

About 55 sets in all were purchased and tiiO work of sup-

plying ships and shore stations was begun, and has been con-

tinued up to the present time. 

These sets were uaranteed to give a range of about 50 

miles re;uiarly. This has been fulfilled and Tenerally exceeded 

In 1804 another series of tests were conducted, using the 

stations at the Highlands of Navesink, Navy Yard, New York, 

and the TOPEKA. The instruction. to the Board were similar 

to those issued b the previous Board, particular attention 

being devoted, however, to methods of preventing interference 

and ensuring secrecy in transmission otherwise than by the 

use of a cypher code. The systems tried were the bull, the 

De Porest, Rochefort, Telefun:en (formerly ;laby-Arco), Fessen-

r 

den and Lodge-Muirhead . 
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In distance the best results :.ere obt ined with the 

Foasendon apparatus, between the Hi{~hlunds of Navesink and the 

TOPL.KA - 181 Milos. One way from TOPEKA, 2©1 miles; words per 

minute, 27. 

The Marconi Company, though at first signifying its 

willingneae to submit apparatus for test, withdrew for reasons 

not _ertincnt to this discussion. 

,pecial interference tests were nude with the De "Y'orest, 

Telefunken and Fe senden systems. The Fessenden Company pro-

Rented a secrecy sender for teat, nut the test of this method 

of preventing interference and reading was inconclusive and 

further tests are desirable. The u11 system of selective 

sitnalling avo promising results but was slow in action. The 

Fe senden interference preventer also gave p 'orris in;- results. 

In reference to preventing interference, it may be remarked 

that the operator in charge of the Department's Cape Cod station 

keeps his receiver so ad j'isted that he can receive massages from 

Boston on tre cohorer wh'7.e the large rconi station at ;:south 

"lellfleet is sending. 

In the meantime, the ≥ ignal Corps of the 'rVar Department 

and the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agriculture had been 

experimentin;r extensively with wireless telegraphy, and the 

eather "ureau had in view the building of a system of coast 

stations. 

The subject Navin, been hrouht to the attention of the 

r. i'resident, a hoard was appointed to consider the entire question 
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of wireless telegraphy in the Service of the National Government 

The report of the Board was approved by the President July 29, 

1904, and is in part as follows: 

"That the necessary steps be taken that the Navy 
Department shall install a complete coastwise, wireless 
telegraph system coverin the entire coast of the United 
States, its insular possessions and the Canal Zone in 
Panama. That the wireless stations of the Navy Depart-
ment shall receive and transmit to the ocean, or to islands, 
or to other places ;here the information can be made useful, 
the storm warnings of the reather Bureau. 

"That as fast as Naval wireless telegraph stations are 
put in operation the Navy Department shall be directed to 
receive and transmit, through these stations, free of 
charge, all wireless messages to or from ships at sea, pro-
vided such stations do not come into competition with com-
mercial stations, until such time as Congress may enact the 
necessary le islation ,;ovcrningg this subject. 

"That the Navy Department shall request all vessels 
having the use of its stations for the receipt of messages, 
to take meteorological observations of the weather at 
least once daily, when within communicating range, aril 
transmit then to the ;euther Bureau, and to transmit obser-
vations oftener when there is a marked change in barometer. 
That to prevent the control of wireless telegraphy by 
monopolies or trusts, that any legislation on the subject 
should place the supervision of private stations under 
the Department of Commerce and Labor." 

Pollowin„ out these recomrnendation~,the Bureau of Equip-

ment published a list of the call letters and names of its 

stations; adopted and published in Notices to ariners rules 

overninr, the interchange of commercial messages; announced a 

standard wave l~n;th of 320 meters to which stations would be 

tuned for the present; and, through the Hydrographic Office, 

keeps the merchant marine informed as to the facilities for 

service, etc.. The most important service thus far is vessels 

reporting from the Nantucket Shoals Lightship via the Torpedo 
r~ 

Station. A proposed bill incorporating the ideas recommended by 

the Board was prepared but failed to reach Congress. 
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The bureau has now in operation 23 @}sore stations. 11 

shore stations are under constr<ction, most of which are nearing

completion. 8 stations  will probably be built on th ._ Pacific 

Coast during the next fiscal year and several in the Philip-

pines. 

Cutstandin contracts exist with five wireless telcgraph 

companies and a sixth in installing three sets for test, at its 

own expense. 

`f the principal Iauropean countries in all of which ovcrn-

mental control of wireless telegraphy exists, Germany has adopt-

ed a wave-lcn~*th of 35 meters for public service and announced 

tit opening of 7 shore stations. i1ioe are supplied excusively 

with elefunken apparatus as is also the German ';avy. None of 

the other countries have published tLe wave -length adopted. he 

English most ffice authorities have made arrangements with the 

Earconi Company for transmission to and from shins at sea through 

the company's stations of telegrams sent from any dace in the 

.nited hingdorn. special leCislation providinc for the licensing 

of all private wireless telegraph stations has been enacted 

there and in Canada. Italy has l shore stations in operation 

and others under construction, some for public use, others for 

military service only. v..areoni's instruments are used exclu-

sively in the :n ;lash and ; tal ian navies. `: he company enjoys 

an entire monopoly in Italy an a practical monopoly in Lngland. 

France has a pumber of shore stations in operation and is build-

ing others. 



:ochefort and Ducretet with Captain Ferrie and others, de-

vci: pcd the system in use in the French shore and ship stations, 

and Captain Jackson of the British Davy has been influential in 

adapting wireless apparatus to ship's use and has investigated 

atmospheric and other conditions which affect results. 

The use of tie L≥e Forest system on the Hai ..;un is the early 

part of the ?"_usso-. apanesc war is fresh in mind, and led probably 

to the announccrient by both belli;erants that persons in cLare 

of irelese telegraph outfits on board privato vessels captured 

in the vicinity of oporations would be considered as spies. 

~'rncticali~' all of the larger vLssels in all important 

navies are ec;uipped with wireless telcgralip outfits, and its use 

in outlying pfirts of the world where it is not feasible to build 

telegraph iiners or by cables is rapidly axtend ing. 

Its usefulness on ncr-of-war previous to action is undisput-

ed, but as to its actual usefulness in action onl: meagre and 

contralictinC sta`eracnts arc yet available. "his will be refer-

red to in another part of this paper. 

In the "niter >tstes several companies have established 

stations for commercial and experi rental purposes and distances 

comparable with the best, overland results abroad have been ccv-

ered. 

M present the theoretical basis is fairly well cstablished, 

but methods of application are still widely divergent, due large 

ly to search for suitable coribinations of material to achieve 
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desired ends. 'hough progress has been very, one may say won-

derfully, rapid in the ten years since .°arconi's first experi-

ments were made, the art of wireless telegraphy may fairly be 

described as still in the formative period. 



THE i'RING IiLES OF >VIRELESS TELEG sAi'HY AND 
The h°echanism of their Application. 

As an introduction to the mechanism of the art, I propose 

to review a few basic f..cts of electricity and magnetism. 

tireless telegraphy is closely connected with the very 

Z_;roundwork of both. 

Everyone is ramiliar with pictures of the field surround -

ing a magnet as shown by the war in which iron filings place 

themselves when held over it. The curved lines Lich they 

form are the physical basis for the conception of magnetic 

lines ci' force, as siiowin the manner and direction in which 

magnetic force acts. 

Figures similarly made show the magnetic field around a 

conductor carrying a current. The direction of the latter 

field, - that is, the direction a magnetic needle will take 

when free to move in it, depends on the direction of the current; 

but in every case the needle points at right angles to the wire, -

to the right when placed above a wire in hick the current is 

flowing away from the observer, to the lef when alaced below it. 

These directions reverse with the direction of the current. 

Hence the statement that lines of magnetic force surround every 

wire carrying an electric current, inereasin and decreasing in 

strcn,=;th with the current and reversing in direction with it, and 

these lines enclose circles in planes at right anr.,les to the di-

rection of the current. These lines of force are of the same na-
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turo as those in the vicinity of a permanent macnet. They are 

produced by the current, and they in turn producc currents 

when moved in the 4icinity of conductors, or when conductors 

are moved in their vicinity. 

hen magnetic lines of force cut or arc cut by a conductor, 
the 

a current starting; ate  cutting point is produced in the conductor 

and the result is such as to produce other lines of force 

opposite in direction to the induein lines; in other words, to 

resist the .notion. This is purely a mechanical illustration 

and may poorly represent the real facts. Just how the effect 

is produced is not known, but it appears that all magnetized 

and electrified bodies in the universe arc connected to an 

elastic substance which transmits strains in all direction£, 

so that ovement in any one body produces ;rovement in and is 

opposed byAsll the others. This influence of one magnetized 

or elect"itied body on every other, ho'9ever infinitesimal it 

is, always exists. T' is ct should be kept clearly in rind. 

in relation to our subject we have than, that when lines 

of magnetic force cut conductors, currents are produced. It 

might better be stated ti,at a tendency to currant flow is pro-

duced. The rate of cuttin, is the measure of the force (is the 

force) tending to make currents flow, - the e.r.t. Currents 

actually do flow if the conductor forms a closed circuit, if 

not, sufficient manufacture, so to speak, of electricity takes 

place to produce electrostatic charges at the surface and ends 

of the conductor. 

leetrificntion can also be produced by friction. 



if a;nber is rubbed with silk ar•. electrostatic charge is 

produced thereon, the presence of wid ch curl be shown by iceans 

of an electroscope or by its property of ttaacting light 

bodies. The silk is said to be positively, tLe amber negatively 

electrified. Ten separated, lines of electric force are 

set u1: between them, just as lines of m& netic force are set up 

between two opposite ma;=netic polos. They attruct each other. 

If joined by a conductor the charges neutralize each other. 

^o in he conductor referred to in the preceding paragraph 

its ends are kept in states of opposite electrification as 

long as the cutting of or by ma'-netic lines of force continues, 

and linen of elect is force are set u between these ends. They 

attract each othor. Vhe:, the cutting of lines ceases the charges 

on the ends neutralise each other through the body of the 

conductor. the electric lines of force joining these ends are at 

right angles to the circular lines of magnetic force produced 

when the charges blow towards each other. 

Our ordinary view of the fields surrounding magnetized and 

electrified bodies is that these fields are lirited, and for or-

dinary purposes they are limited; but for the discussion of rire- 

less telegraphy it Is necos~ dry to bear clearly in mind the fact 
really 

that they are,all pervasive, tenuous, but existing everywhere. 

In magnets, lines of magnetic force join two points of op-

posite polarity, r magnetization,around electric currents they 

form circuits. Lines of electric force join two points of oppo-

site electrification. Lines of force of either kind appear to 

be mutually repulsive, which may be the cause of their shape 
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and of their pervasiveness, and they tend to contract in the 

direction of their length, which may be the cause of the ottrac-

tion which exists between the bodies from which they proceed. 

It in found that if two bodies oppositely electrified are 

brought within a certain distance of each other, that a spark 

passca between them and their charges disappear. 

/1 Theory imf icnted, and it was proved by the late ,prof. ;owlanc~ 

of' Johns .opkins University, that en electric charge, if moved, 

creates and is surrounded by a magnetic field. Therefore when an 

electric spark passes a magnetic field is produced. 

Electric charges moving in quick 3uccesaion with the velocity 

of 1 ht, we call electric currents. This view of electric 

currents serves to explain their production by chemical action, 

as in batt rries . The view previously given, of currents being 

;eneratod by lines of force cutting conductors, - serves to ex-

plain the action of dynamo electric machines. Moth views are 

tiuitable for our purpose. 

I have just stated that moving electric chores are sur-

rounded by circular magnetic lines of force and connected by elec-

tric lines of force. Now imagine two charges approaching each 

other; at a given instant the electric or electrostatic lines of 

force, as they, are usually called, can be imagined as the meridians 

of lon:;itudo of a sphere of w' ich the two charges are the poles 

and the manetic lines of force the parallels of latitude, both 

electric and magnetic lines moving outward at the came rate 

( that of light) but the ends of the meridians moving toward each 

other; when the chanrg s meet the spherical Condition has been 

changed to that of a smoke ring, ever widening, progressing 
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outwards. ;hen the charges pass each other another sphere 

begins to ;row out with oppositely directed meridians and par-

allels of cloctric and r.:n _nctic lines respectively. Having 

r eachcd the ends of the conductor, the charges return, approach 

and pass, throwing off this time a ring in epoch all t►• lines 

are reversed in direction. It is thus that an attempt ie made 

to imagine the way electric waves are roduoed. 

It is found that s .ark li: its between the sa' a charged 

bodies can be increased, that is, the sparking possibilities 

or potential can be varied. i,guin, sparks between large bodies 

have ;seater volume, are fatter, so to speak, t.sn between 

sr ell bodies at the same distance. The irger ladies appear 

to hold more electricity; their capacity is greater. Capality 

may be defined as the qua pity a body has of receiving an elec-

tric charge in proportion to its surface, without increasing 

its sparking distance or potential. Capacities may be said to 

be related to each other in the same way as rubber bags inflated 

with air. There may be ;,ore air in o large bar, but it is making 

no =,rester efrort to escape pew sq.in. than in a small bag 

at the same pressure. It will, however, require a longer time 

and more air to charge the large bag up to a certain pressure, 

and its dower or doing work is correspondingly greater. 

The charge or discharge of any capacity being a movement of 

electricity creates a current, and this current is surrounded 

by circular magnetic lines of force which are rroduoed by the 

current, and which require work to produce. It might be stated 

that to produce ( in air) or to cut one line or force requires 

one erg of work. With the sane power (e.m.f.) to create the 

current, the time taken to create it will depend on the number 



of lines c force to be produced; in other words, the mount 

of work to be done. The number of lines of force produced 

or induced in a circuit when unit current is made to flow is 

called the self induction of the circuit. It represents the 

resistance of the circuit to change of condition. This we 

usually cull inertia, and self induction is so^ietimes called 

• 
electromagnetic inertia to elistinguieh it from the ir:eertia 

of ordir~ ry matter. 

ith the same e.i .f., that is, the anue ;power to do work, 

th e creation of a ` ivory current in a circuit of large self 

induction will the a loner time th€►n in one of small self 

induction, and it will take longer to charge a .Large capacity 

than a st all one. It dill also take longer to ch~crg€ or die-

char :e any capacity through a circuit of Large then of rmll 

eeif induction. It can be interred from this that both capacity 

and self Induction affect the time it takes to produce electri-

cal effects in a circuit. All circuits have both induction 

and capacity. 

Inertia represents resistance to change of condition,

Yhether of motion or of rest and affects spark dsc:herges in 

this ;ray:- =ten two electrified bodies are brauYht within 

0 
sparkiri di tvnce, the passing charges ray he likened to the 

audyficn release of a compressed pring or of a tau tened foot: 

string. Its inertia causes it to overshoot, so to speak, the 

r k, (which is the position of eruilibriusn) ; ,it passes from 

one condition of tension to ar , other, and oscill.rtes until the 

energy is last in heat aria vibration transmitted to other 

bodies, when rest ensues. .';o  the two charges appear to fly 

past each other when suddenly released by the broaking down 
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of the air a. . 

It had been suspected by various scientists that spark dis-

charges consisted of several sparks in alternate directions in-

stead of a single spark in one direction only, before Lord 

:elvin in 1853 deduced the ecuation governing them; showing 

that if the resistance of the circuit in which the spark dis-

charge takes piLce is greater than ~)1-, that it is grauual; 

but that if the resistance is less then , which is usually 

the case, the din charge is oscillatory. He showed further that 

time time of tpie oscillation depends entirely on the self in-

duction and capacity of the circuit, and is equal for a complete 

ascillution to Therefore, the time for any electrical 

action to take ::lace in a circuit depends entirely on the self 

induction and capacity of that circuit. 

This has been called the furdamentel equation of wireless 

telegraphy. 

In 1863 rof. Clerk :,'axwell, from theoretical considera-

tions predicted that Light and electricity are both forms of 

ether vibration: , differing only in length. He axed before his 

theories were roved, but they had made a profound impression 

on many scientific _nds, and in 1886 H'.enrich Hertz, a German 

r scientist, then professor of Physics in the Technical High 

school at Carlsruhe, proved the entire truth of yaxwcll's theory, 

showing that the oscillating spark discharges referred to 

produce true ether waves, similar in all respects except le~igth, 

to light naves and sibjcct to all the laws of lia~ht waves, such 

as reflection, refraction, diffraction and polarization. He 

further proved that these waves coming in contact with conduct 
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ora, produced oscillatory currents in th em which ht; could detect 

by means of the u:inute s; irks jroduced in c ne;xrly closed circuit 

by raves from spark discharges in nothcr circ'ait at a distance. 

Mertz laid the foundation of ireles telenrarhy by pro-

ducing ethf:r waves and detecting Cher. These weaves are called 

Hertzian waves, and it i,as been j roj.osed to call the method of 

trnsittin intellicnce by their ,eana tiertzian ;`lave Telegra-

phy. Hertz showed that substwsces opaque to light, except con-

ductors, are transparent to elect•ic waves. t was with these 

i'acts at command that t.:erconi beF;e n his e erl.rents in 1395. 

His wave producer was what is known as a : ighi oscillator, tieh 

consisted of an induction coil ;.hose terminals charged ( by 

means of sparks) two spheres a short distance rt, the short 

waves produced by the oscillating spark di.chargee between 

those aphores being used for t s ission. The s►:heres were 

placed in the focus ci a parabolic  n irrcr ur.d the wuvea sent 

in any desired direction. ' iarcorAi'c wave detector was tho coherer 

of 3raniy-lodge and x'opof f cor.nectod by means of a relay to a 

recording app.araua. 

The operstion of all coherer recording receivers is briefly 

this: current from a single cell in circuit with the coherer 

and a sensitive relay actuates the rclaytonue when the coherer 

is rendered conducting by the impact of ci tric waves. The 

movement of the relay tongue closes a stronc;er circuit which 

starts the ±orsa tape and inker, and also actuates a bell tapper 

wh.. ch strikes the coherer, rendering it nun conducting. The 

movement of the tapper tonr;ue should he arranged to break the 

tapper recorder circuit before the coherer is tapped, 4.o that 
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there will be no brcac and consequent spark and injury to t:Y~ 

relay tongue. ':.die coheres is protected by a condenser in shunt 

with it. 

It was soon found that better ro ults were obtained when 

capacity plates were added to thW spark balls of the i~irhi os-

^ cillator and to the coheerer. This Increased the wave length to 

such an extent as to render a reflector impracticable, nut im-

proved receeation despite this loss. Further experirner.t ing to 

increase distance brouEht about the substitution of the earth 

for one capacity plate, and the elevation of the other both for 

sending and receiving. ""`he=n it was round that the added capac-

ity duo to increased height of vertical wire compensated for 

the elevated capacity plate, or, rsthor, that the ccTsired capac-

ity could be obtoined by increa.sin the number of vertical 

wires ( see Fig. 5) . 

heory showed no reason why wave propoga►tion should cepend 

on an earth connection to the air wire. prof, :'raun long of f.er 

a'crconi's use of an earth connection constructed artificial 

earths or carocities of various forms which, like ,.arconi's 

first sets, were successful for short distances. 

he exact roles of the earth in the production or transrlic-

sion of electric waves is still, the subject of controversy; but 

the weight of authority is in favor of the view that electric 

waves have the further property of being guided by conductors, 

and that when around connections s.re made the electrostatic 
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lines of force (which join points of opposite electrification 

in the elevated wire and the ground) keep one foot on the ;round 

at all times, so to ,peak, and when snapped or crowded off from 

the wire are guided over the earth's surface as loops or half 

waves following its curvature, and can therefore be detected at 

roints far distant from what would be possible if they were 

propogated like lid tt, in straight lines only. 

harconi had always in mind the fact that, other things be-

ing equal, reception should. be better if the natural time peri-

ods of the s ending and receiving circuits were the same. t''e 

have seen that :when the resistance is small the time,of one 

complete oscillation in any circuit is i YQ being given 

in practical units, and the wave-length of the circuit in me-

ters is this fractional part of 300,000,000 meters ;the veloci-

ty of light per second). 

The inductance and capacity of a straight wire are so re-

lated that when the wire is placed vertically at a distance from 

other capacity bodies its electrical length is gqual to its nat-

ural length, and the wave-length is twice the length of the wire 

for a corplete oscillation. If one end is held (attached to 

the earth) its wave-length is four times the i.ength of the wire, 

following in this respect the wave-lengths produced by closed 

and open organ pipes. 

The waves produced, whether propotated like the smoke 

rings referred to or gliding as half waves over the earth' : 

surface, have, when generated in a vertical wire, their magnetic 

lines of force in circles parallel to the earth's surface, and 
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therefore at right angles to the vertical receiving wire. Cur-

rents are produced in this wire when it is cut by the advancing 

lines of force and the higher the wire the greater the number 

of lines which are cut by it and consequently the greater cur-

rent flow. This is one explanation of t1- greater efficiency 

of elevated wires. Another is that the longer wave-lengths, up 

to 2,000 meters or more, seem to travel with less attenuation 

over land than the comparatively short waves of 200 to 50 me-

ters, and longer wires produce longer wave-lengths. 

t//hen the period of the waves producing oscillations in the 

receiving wire is equal to the natural electrical period of the 

wire, the current impulses produced are timed so as to increase 

the effect, just as timed pressure on a spring board produce vi-

brations which increase until the dissipation of energy per vi-

bration is equal to that received. It will thus be easily seen 

that waves properly timed can build up currents in try receiving 

wire which can be detected when a single impulse would give no 

indication. '!arconi's tuned circuits up to 1J?C were as shown. 

( See c` ig . 1) . 

There are two "erects in a sending circuit with elevated 

straight wire and spark gap in series with the wire and the 

ground, and usually called plain aerial, one is that its low 

self induction rr ives it less inertia and makes it in consequence 

a less persistent vibrator. he oscillations die out quickly, 

three or four sparks at the most passing. All of the energy is 

radiated in a few rapidly diminishing waves. The other defect 
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is that its small capacity combined with its small self induc-

tion gives a correspondingly short wave-length and hi ~h fro- 

quency; that in, number of oscillnt ions per ccond. ?'ow capac-

ity of a body decreases as the oscillations per second increase. 

within limits, the higher the voltage used rand the longer the 

spark pap, the greater the wave energy produced; but rith any 

high frequency a limiting voltage can be reached beyond which 

the capacity body spurts electricity (in the shape of brush and 

glow discharges) in all directions like dry linen fire hose cud-

denlyr subjected to rater pressure. i 1!e; dielectric breaks down 

everywhere; he directed energy that it cr,n transmit is limited. 

i.s we have aeon, properly tired vibrations can build up the 

current in ea receiving wire to a point where it cql be detested 

when any single wave cannot. The limitations on number and arc-

pl itude of single waves from a straight vertical wore with a 

spark gap in series have just been pointed out. 

Many inventors have claimed the distinction of first in-

ductively connocr,ing a persistently vibrating circuit to a good 

radiating open circuit so as to be able to take advantage of the 

resonant current which can thus be built up in the receiving 

wire and increase the radius of transmission without reaching 

the lir iting voltage. "uch persistently vibrating circuits con-

sist of comparatively largo capacities and inductances arranged 

in a snail space, so as to give low resistance and s.iall heat 

iosr . 'be lines of force generated by to current vibrations 

in the closed persistently vibrating circuit, cut the open c ir-
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cu it (air' wise) and. produce equivalent currents in it, which are 

rapidly dissipated by radiation, but the loss is continually 

supplied from the closod circuit. ,advantage can be taken here 

also of resonant or propQrly timed impulses to increase and main-

tain the amplitude of the outgoing waves. 

pecially designed appliances to give comparatively large 

capacities in small spaces are called condensers, the most fa-

miliar example of which is the Leyden jar, - a clan^ jar with 

inner and outer coatings of tin-foil. 

'two capacit iee charged of a distance from each other to the 

same potential and then brought near each other show a lowered 

potential as if the pressures wore reduced or the charges eon-

densod, - hence the term condenser. The amount of this effect 

dopcnds ulec upon the material between the charges, glass and 

other insulators producing a much greater effect than air. The 

best glass for this purpose having  times the effect of air at 

atmospheric pressure in increasing capacity. In fact, the charge 

is in the glass and the best Class has 9 times the staring capac 

ity for electricity that is possessed by air at atmospheric pros 

sure. 

'ihe tin-foil being a conductor is used only to convey, the 

chs rga to and from, and spread it ee a ali.y over the glass . ss 

stated above, the charge is in the glass or other material used 

as a dielectric, and subjects it to a mechanical straw which 

shown by the change of shape when charsod• class of the boat 
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quality has the highest known capacity for storing energy in 

the shape of electricity, but micanite, paraffine, oiled paper, 

air under pressure, etc., are all used fc' condensers, and when 

so used are calmed ielettrics. 

Condensers formed of batteries of Leyden jars are comm~mly u

used in wireless telegraphy as well as hose composed of interlac-

ed plates of glass or micanite covered with tin-foil. etal plate! 

are used for variable condensers either in oil or air, the insula-

tor being the dielectric; these are connected with inductances 

made of several turns of wire of comparatively large diameter. 

.he lines of force produced by the current in each turn cut 

all other turns and in so doing produce additional lines of force 

which also cut each turn so that 'the 

unit current, and therefore the self 

ed over what it would be 

As has been stated, 

in the same 

the time of 

on the product of self induction and 

total nvmher produced for 

induction, is largely increas-

length of straight wire. 

a complete vibration depends 

capacity, so that it is pos-

sible to get (by using condensers and coiled wire) a long wave-

length in a small space; this is combined with the open circuit 

inductively as shown (see Fig.), and its equivalent is used by 

practica'ly all wireless telegraph companies both fox^ sending 

and receiving. 

At the receiving end the wave detector is placed on a per-

sistent vibrating circuit and inductively connected. with a ver-

tical open circuit which will respond to waves of any length , 

but the current set up by it and in its attached persistent 
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vibrating circuit tend to oscilate in their natural period; 

it this does not coincido with the oscillations produced by the 

passim; waves, the resultant currents will be weakened and may 

neutralized. The more persistent the vibrations of the receiv-

ing circuit the more marked will be the effect, so that persistent 

vibration both for sending and receiving tends to selectivity 

that is, persistent vibrating circuits respond well only to those 

waves whose length is nearly the same as theirs) as well as to 

increased radius. 

Adjustment of sending and receiving wave-lengths to each 

other is called tuning and the precise wave-length assigned to 

a station may be called its tune. 

roportioning the time periods of vibration of the virious 

circuits to each,, is of the greatest importance in wireless tel-

egraphy acid wave meters have been invented and are in use for 

this purpose. 

For communication with stations using the same tune, selec-

tivity is very advantageous, but when it is necessary to he ready 

to receive from stations having different or unknown tunes, as 

an explorer, so to speak, a strongly damped vibrator is best, -

as has been explained, but the distance of reception is thereby 

cut down. So in sending to stations having different or unknown 

tunes, highly damped waves arc more likely to he received but 

the receiving distance is decreased. 
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The sending apparatus consists of a current source in cir-

cult with the primary of a closed or open core step up transform-

er (an open core transformer is called an induction coil). The 

secondary of the transformer is in circuit with the condenser 

which it charges. The current in the secondary is induced by its 

turns being cut by the lines cif force produced by the primary 

current 

There is probably no difference in fact, and there is verb 

little difference in theory, between the way the curr©nt in tie 

primary produces a current in the secondary of an induction coil, 

and the way electric waves affect a receiving wire at a greater 

distanco. Great stress is laid on the difference between effects 

produced by electric waves and by magnetic induction, and !arconi 

has stated that without the electric spark there is no electric 

wave. But it is submitted that, no current is made or broken with-

out setting up surgings not only in its own conductor but in all 

others, so that it appears that the difference is one of degree 

and not one of kind. 

It is commonly stated that all the energy returns to the wire 

with the reverse of current when it is reversed without a spark, 

while when electric waves are produced it does not, and that this 

is duo to some peculiarity about spark-produced surgings; but pa-

tent! have been granted for wirelese telegraph senders in which 

no stark is used, an alternating current generator being directly 

connected to the sending wire. It is probable, therefore, that 

in particular forms of circuits more non returnable energy, so 



to. speak, is sent out than in others, by reversing currents. 

F1ecr~ing star teS that to detach a free electric wave from a 

radiator it is necessary to have a certain high frequency, not 

sharply defined, but involving a relatively very sudden reversal 

of the electric force, but ho gives no lower limit of frequency. 

o return to the sending apparatus, of which cle<..entary dia-

of the principal systems are shown (see s.), he pri°nary gr 

of the tranaforrior may be supplied with intorrupto or alternate 

Current. To current induce:i in the eocondary ( which has a high 

voltage on account of the greater nu;rbcr of turns corapared with 

those on the i:rary) charges a condenser which is in circuit with 

the inductance and the spark gap. The length of the latter dc-

ponds, to a certain extent, on the potential of the secondary 

which rust be greater than the a:iount nccocoar: to cause a oparn 

to pass across t'ho gap. r'his potential for short grips is about 

4O , volts per :iillirietcr, but voltage per railli ator decreases 

as the length of gap increases, being fte. u gap of one cen t imo t. or 

about 3't,CCO volts, that Is, 3,O u volts par mill rnctor. 

Tc res is t ancu of the spark gap is so high that no current 

gasses until the strain on the dielectric (the air between the 

spars oleo trodes ) is brought to the point of rupture by the in-

creasing potential. This same strain exists between the faces 

of the dielectric forming the condenser. .,hen the air gap 

breaks down, its resistance ( in the tL^~e it tskeo light to trav-

el its length) grope to, in many cages, a fraction of an ohm, 

and thus remove the only obstacle to he uniting of he charges 
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on the condenser an other parts of the circuits. Thus suddenly 

released their inertia causes them to fly past each other. The 

condenser becomos charged in the opposite sense and the action 

is renewed in the opposite direction. spark passes at each 

reversal, until the potential drops below the sparking point, 

when the visible surgings cease. 

,:he high self induction due to the iron core of the induc-

tion coil, or transformer prevents these surginrTs from being com-

municated to the secondary and reactance coils are put in where 

leads are long. The secondary is out of resonance; in other 

words, its inertia is too great to permit it to be set in motion 

b$ the rapid blows given by the oscillatory currents, so that the 

circuit formed by the condenser inductance; and spark gap oscil-

lates in practically its own period until the potential drops 

below the sharking point, when, as stated, •the visible eneriTy 

ceases, the circuit is again charged by the secondary to the 

sparking potential, and the action commences main. 

;,uprose a spark gap of 5 millimeters, which requires a poten-

tial of 20,00 volts to rupture it; suppose further that the max-

imum secondary potential is 40,000 volts and that the cycles or 

interruptions are 80 per second. 

p ork discharges begin about 1,320  of a second after the 

voltage begins to rise; i.e., as soon as difference of potential 

across the gap is 20,000 volts. If the oscillating circuit has 

a wave-length of 300 motors, its frequency is 1,000,000 per 

second, and if 8 sparks pass in each train (i.e., bef oro the po-
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tential falls below the sparking point) the duration of a train 

is 1/250000 of a second. As many as 2"C sets of oscillations 

have been measured by Prof.  G.V.  Fierce of Harvard University 

in one alternation or half cycle of current; that is, the con-

denser was charged and discharged 200 times in a certain fraction 

of a second, producing 200 trains of waves in that time, each 

wave train ( if the circuit above described wore the case in 

point) consisting of four complete waves, lasting 1/2500CC of a 

second; intervals between trains 1/160^C of a second. The spark-

ing and silent intervals are as 1 to 15; long intervals of si-

lence, so to speak, between trains and much longer intervals 

(about 1/160 second) between groups of trains. `successive 

sparks have been photographed and the intervals between them 

measured . 

The vibrations of the closed sending circuit are inductive-

ly or directly impressed (by means of an air core transformer of 

a few turns) on the open radiating circuit, and waves in trains 

end groups of trains sent out in all directions. The current in 

the primary, aid thus the production of the waves in th manner 

just described, is controlled by the sending key, by means of 

which it is closed at intervals to correspond in length with 

the dots and dashes of any deµirc cc'e. A dot, therefore, is 

made up of many waves in trains and groups of trains, and a dash 

of a still greater number. 

.e are accustomed to thi:~k and speak of electrical action 

as being instantaneous, though we know it ie not. This habit 



produces confusion of thought, and in ardor to cons Liar the 

aubjoct of wirelots telegraphy and:rstandingly~, time must be 

kept clearly in rind . The time rstes of vibrat ion,, that i ^, 

the nucibor per second, is given hors as a net ter of interest 

in this connection, for a number of different phenomena. 

perceive air vibrations, which we call sound, by *loans 

of the ear, a special sense organ for the purpose. The ear ~?is • 

t ingu ishoe notes of from l to 4''o, ̂ ^O vibrations per second as 

sound, though the ordinary human voice has a range of but 3 

octavea, from apY~roximately 100 to 10'O vibrations per second. 

ih the ewe we perceive other or electromagnetic vibra-

tions, which we c li light, from 93;`, 0,UJ0, '0 to 740,000,000,000 

per second - a little leas than one octave, i.e., from red to 

violet light. 

:3y means of their action on certain substances ( that is, by 

photography) we perceive vibrations from t370 trillions to 1500 

trillions of vibrations per second and beyond ultra violet and 

X ray's . 

Between 43c and. 300 trillions of vibrations per second we 

have what io known as the inf'rarouge rays,  which are mown for 

their medical effects. 

iJelow 300 and down to 20 trillions of vibrations per second, 

we detect ether vibrations by our sense of feeling, ether vibra» 

tions through these four octaves being known to us as heat 

65 octavos lower ?own on the same scale arc the other vibra-
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tors which we call electric' waves ar. which are used in wireless 

telegraphy. he shortest of these yet measured are .2 of an 

inch in lcngth; the longest ones over one million miles. The 

latter have a period of 6-1/2 seconds and give evidence of elec-

tric dlplacements in the sun. 

c have, thercforo, the gamut of ether waves, rimninr from 

infinitely o:nall to tT'o infinitely great, with an unexplored tie 

range of 45 octaves between the longest heat waves and the short-

est e~.ectrical waves yet measured. 

For electric wave 3 before the researches of Hert^, we had 

no detector. Ills micrometer spark cap, in which tiny sparks 

were produced by the impact on its circuit of electric waves, 

was the first made for the purpose. The coberer of 1?ranly and 

Lodgo we may call the second, and this last still does duty fa' 

the purpose, but since its invention many ot1-rs have been dis-

covered - first;, those of the various forms of carbon whose ex-

trene sensitiveness to pressure seven to the extent of register-

ing the movements of a fly s foot in its electrical proper-

ties) had lor been knor•n and utilized in the various forms of 

microphones and telephones. 

The action of all forms of imperfect contact wave detectors 

or kumascopes, as Fleming proposes to call then, in which are in-

cluded all coherers and microphones, can be explained on the 

principle of electrostrtic or magnetic attraction, whether self 

restoring or otherwise. 

The heating effect of the induced oscillating currents has 
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been utilized for the purpose of detecting electric waves, nota-

bly in the hot wire barrettcr of Fessenden. 

in 1896 the action of electrical oscillations on iron was 

investigated by Tutherford who devised a form of magnetic wave 

detector which has been Perfected by 3,iarconi. The magnetization 

of iron always lags appreciably, in time, behind the cause which 

produces it. hire being magnetized it is extremely sensitive 

to any change in the magnetizing force, any sudden increase in 

which produces a disproportionate increase in the magnetization 

of the iron. In Aarconi's form of magnetic wave detector, a band 

of iron wire is revolved continuously in front of a magnet, so 

that its magnetization is always changing. The receiving wire 

is in circuit with a coil surrounding the moving band, and the 

oscillatory currents due to the passing electric waves produce 

sudden changes in Cho magnetization of the h end. These changes 

induce currents in a coil of fine wire surrounding the band arri 
•Frc 

~n series with a telephone, in which their are heard dots arx3 

dashes. :)iffcront forms of imperfect contact, thermal, and elec-

trolytic wave detectors (the latter yet to be described) will 

act only as relays to increase or dirainish current in a local 

circuit, and thus rej ire in connection with their use local bat-

teries and means fOY• adjusting their stronth. 

The magnetic detector is free from these accessories and 

therefore simpler to use. 

The best form cf electrolytic or chemical wave detector is 

just now the subject of important patent suits. These hinge, 
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I believe, somewhat on the character of the action in the le-

tector. 

It consists of a cup of acid or alkaline solution having an 

anode of fine platinum wire and a kathode of heavier platinum 

wire in circuit with a local battery, and an adjustable resist-

anco . The sensitiveness of the cell is said to depend on the 

area of the anode exposed. his consists generally of a fine 

platinum wire sealed in ;lass so that the point only is exposed 

to the electrolyte. A very good form is 4uickiy made by ta';ing 

out the filarent of an instrument lamp, leaving tlx: platinum 

leading in wires intact and covering them with a dilute solution 

of sulphuric or nitric acid. This form io due to tip ingenuit, 

of a Chief Electrician in the Navy (Delaney). 

Its action appears to be that the gas generated at the anode 

by electrolytic action in the cell, due to ti.c current from tYe 

battery, is momentarily pushed away by the oscillatin current; 

in other words,the cell is momentarily depolarized, and the cur-

rent thereby increased. It is stated to be not reversible; that 

is, that the small wire must be the anode. In the instrument 

lamp receiver Just referred to, both anode and kathode are of 

the same size but neither very small. it is also claimed that 

the heat generated at the anode by the oscillatory current ren-

dJi r. s the electrolyte surrounding it, momentarily, a better con-

ductor and thus produces sounds in the telephone. 

The latest form (from which excellent results also have been 

obtained) has the^ local battery and the detector combined in the 
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same receptacle and requires no adjustment. On account of the 

extremely small change in recistanco produced in electrolytic 

detectors by the impact of electric waves and the consequently 

small current charge, better reception is obtained by the use 

of telephones with a great many turns of fine wire, which in-

0 creaser the magnetic effect on the diaphragm of the telephone. 

These arc calloi high resistance telephones. 

'a.rconi states that by has perfected a call for his magnet-

ic detector, rut hough promisod, no one has yet produced a eat-

isfactory call for the electrolytic detector. 

under the om a circa r.ctances thnt an ordinary coherer will 

receive massages up to or l" miles, th boot electrolytic de-

tector will recc ivo up to nearly twice that distance. with the 

latter, roadneos to receive depends on the telcphono strapped 

to he operator's oar, while with the coherors an electric belt 

attracts hi tton.tion, ,ri the tape will receive without atten-

tier. 

l ctrnlytic detectors lend themselves more readily than 

ccherors to selectivity; that is, are more suitable for use in 

persistently vibrating circuits, and the use of the telephones 

permits that of a still more highly selective instrument, - the 

human ear, Which has very high qusl it ies as an interference pre-

venter, and can ^elect the note It, desires to receive from a 

number rf others occurring at the same time. 
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he kthd of s ,rc, 1.c., wi:ethcr prct~cod by inwurrpted 

or an altrnattg curror.t, also offccta he v,av'e sent out. Yr: 

alterr.atint. urront apart: is prc:fcrr~U; it seems to be clearer 

Inc .harper. ' 'ith o certain vcltaF c currant an lcr. th of spark 

an ure :•a. spark car so shcrt hat It to oc-

ossnr to use a current of t it across it to prevent fort ink; an 

arc corztinaes riv res gilts. .u; us mart h s much to do 

with the perfor~::nncc of both s n in any rocoivin& stet Lona. 
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ENERGY USED IF TiANSaiIS3ION. 

t has been calculated by Dr. r'ennelly that a vertical 

wire 100 feet high charged to 30,400 volts and suddenly and com-

pletely discharged, would have an output, if conversion were per-

fect, of ,about 3.5 foot lbs - 4C,COG,0` 0 ores - of energy, and 

that, if no lo3ses of any kind occurred, the energy of the wave 

would be capable of pro iuc in y an e .m. f . OP 1 volt at 1,000 km. 

in a wire of the same height. This postulates perfect radiation 

and conversion. 

Fleming states that 40 to 50 foot lbs. per cubic foot is the 

greatest amount of electrical energy that can be stored in glass 

when arranged in the best manner. The maximum amount of power yet 

installed in any wireless telegraph station is about 50 K.W., 

equal to somewhat over 2,000,000 foot lbs. per minute, or 35,00 

foot lbs. per second.

If the wave-length of a station using 50 K.?'. is 3,000 

meters its free uency is 100,000 per second, and if radiating 

of the time, that is, if the interval between wave trains is 

times the length of the trains, the total energy in each wave 

'rain, (if conversion were perfect) is ecual to about 7 foot 

pounds. There is no known :ieans of accumulating wave train ef-

fects when produced by spark discharges. The outlook in this di-

rection is toward the high frequency alternating current, impress-

ed directly on the sen.ling wire. ='oinearb, Fleming and arconi, 

all high authorities, unite in saying that such alternations 

5j 

2C 
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without the spark do not produce electric waves. 

Turning now to t1 receiving end, 'rot. Fessenden states, 

as the result of quantitative experiments, that the relative 

sensitiveness of various ferns of detectors are as follows: 

1. tarconi - nickel, silver, mcrcury cohcrer, 9 or{s per 
2. Cold G5:, bismuth 5: Alloy T dot. 
3. 0olari receiver and various types of carbon 

steel, steel aluminum and steel mercury 
receivers .22 " 

4. agneti.c hysteresis rccoivors ,160 . ►► 

5. Hot wire barrotter .n8 " 
6. Liquid barretter .00.7 " 

The following record of calla and moceaues heard by the 

operator at th wireless telegraph station in the V ashington 

l avy Yard, between 8 and 10 p.m., :, ay 13th and lath, is inter -

eating as aL~t.' in ; the carrying powers of the sn ll amount of 

energy set free in any one rave train under favorable circum-

stances. ,wo or three foot pounds of energy set free in 2orte-

mouh, i .H., Making itself intelligently felt in "'aQrington, bor-

ders on the marvelous. i Mai• add that these reports have been 

verified. ( See reports) . (``ot beinu in Massachusetts, i von-

ture to relate than a few months ago T spent a night in Salem, 

having in my posses~aicn a wave-meter. Imagination fails to pic-

t?are the effect the possession of such an instrument would have 

had on the inhabitants of that now peaceful city some hundreds 

of years age.) 

n 
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heard. "3W' (Dermudian) c t11in 

r, 9 JJjU (Yior tlo Nall) t,I1 

Tay 18, 19O5. 

'(" ( rt1iloe, N.J. ) at ! p.c. 

"N.Y." (42 r3roadwRy, n .Y. ) at 
8:C4 p.m. 

,r "BA" " "} \" (Cape Hatteras) at 8: ,0 9 p.m. 

2t 8:17 n.m+ 

" 
" WA" ( ''hi1ale1phia) " "N.Y." at 8:20 p.m.r 

r.Y.i 
Va. 

v~ (.sew Paven, 
Conn.) 

at 8:22 p.m. 

" "CG" ( . CoLc:I,ADO)" "?G" (Boston . Yd.) at 8:25 p.r. 

" "yH" " "!.Y." a 8:31 p.m. 

" " "~~" at 8: 41 p . m. 

at : 45 p.m,. 

„ „ DUI" „ "1V' (Fall giver t 9:57 p.m. 
boat riJI lTAN ) 

r 

Jri call V at ,; .1.i - "V N" replied  lY oth ins, .i o n-, . 
"JFi" replied "O.K." "G.13." (Good bye) "J8." 

" "JH" cell "EN" at 8:04 p.m. 

" New York yard cotnmunicat ing to aornc station at 9: C9 p.m. 
talking about or One hero in t.h', cla hcrc. 
( ay have been talking to Highlands, n.J., or to 
Newport, a; . i . ) 

'► "G" calling ''F~" (City of at.lanta) at 9:33 p.m. 

" t, " " (r  I ) at . 

. .. Pt., (Poirat Judith?) at 3:5;:.' r,m'. 



From } :i~•elesss . tation. 'ec'd Lay 1: , l:^5, 8 to 10 p.m. 

8:OG p.m. :'.care) ' /." X42 roatiway, Y.) callin g "VN" 
(New Haven) and sending message in rapid =torso code. 

8:C8 Heard "PC" (Portsmouth l avy Yard, N.H. ) ra ing 
clgntituro and finish. after making call tocame 
station or oenfng rzessae. 

"N.Y." calling "VN" 8:11 and 8: 13 p •m. ?o reply from "VW'. 

At 8.23 p.m. "HA" (Cape Hatteras) calling ",mitt" (Cape Henry) . 

At 8:27 p.m. Hoard "CD" calling "C8". +m certain of the calls 
hut' not certain as to whore they came from a:
is the '.u"KLYN and "C`~" the CI~Ai e'ANC.^CA, and both are 
in I Ga it ari or a"o~1tngoan waters I think. V porator 

here received letter from CHATTANOOGA this a.m. rnailod 
in  .'o`,-pkincvil3.e yesterday). f know 'f ma other snipe 
or stations using theee calls. At 8:47 heard "CS" 
called again but did not get sig. of station calling. 

At 3:34 "T Y" 2ostcr itr vy ? ird) called `': .:" (ThatcHer's Inland) 
and sent: 

""ill u pis. give me that meg• u said u of from 
z urtemouth this p.m. I forgot to get a copy off` it . "'G, 

1' 

At 8:35 r 8:45 ^" repeated the above rccsa e. It ca ro in clear 
and distinct tho' not loud. 

"PS" called ' i L" again at 8:46, 3:03 & 3:05 p.m. 

At 8:40 p.:^t. ""0" (g. . t ^P^;) calling "'.x" called again at 
8:45 p .r.•r. 

it t : 13 p.m. 
" _'L " calling "AX" (Atlantic City) . 

, 
. r  ' ." , T . a wart . .~ ~.1~~ p.;:7. .... ( ,. ._.. I;.:.?'. ,.:) c,:~lle~. " xY sent msg. t.: t 

too weak to road as slight atmospheric was inter -

At 5:3C r .:u. come station calling "PV" & "IIN" (New & old call 
for Hig)land^,
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Much difference of opinion still 0xi5t3 as to the heat forms 

of ground connection. As has been staved, theory shows no neeess-

city for ground connections at all, and if I am not mistaken, two 

of the leading investigators still believe tha'., hwtter results 

arc obtained by using large capacity bodies at the base of the 

air wiro without earth connection. However, thus far greund con-

noct.ionn are r;eneraliy use 3, and the more points of good contec t 

with moist earth that can be obtained the batter the results, 

generally speaking. 

The shape of he open radiating circuit, the aerial as it 

is usually called, has passed through many changes from the ca-

pacit., plate at top connected with a single wire, to a single 

vertical elongated sire, then through the Iahy►•.Arta squirrel 

cage and rattail and Ise Forest looped aerials (excellent, by the 

way) , to elevated grid of horizontal wires connected tomono or 

more vertical wires loading to the sender or receiver, and this 

id the form now generally used. o also dttfcrent forms of Sin-

gle and multIple spark gaps and comrressod air spark raps are 

used, the object of all being to find a more efficient way of 

radiating larger ;ivant ides of energy. 'mprovementss arc constant 

• ly being nade . 

elcctivit:', and therefore pervention of interferences, is nc 

as easy to secure in practice as in theory. The waves we send 

ovt are not pure but have impressed on thorn overtones, humps and 

rir• lca, to an extent that will resz,uirc a liberal application of 

I'ourier'o theorem to analyze them completely, if this is ever 

Bono. 
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SnvestiCat ion of th r:^.r.nrter, sequence and causes of the ef.. 

fccts produce<.i are daily incrcasinj knoxlsd a of the subject and 

plucin the art on a firracr basis. 

:r. Jahn Stone Stone and others have patens on arranGe-

ents of succeosiv© persistent vihratin& circuits for filtorint~ 

out. irrog ularit i o3 in order to impress a pure wave on the ra h at -

in circuit. Ho also srnot;ncos a foal proof receiver. 

It appears that a wave form more norly approaching the the-

oretical can be .btnined and at tL sane time loss of cner y, due 

to reflection, secondary vibrationa, heating, etc., can be avoid-

ed, b care in the deein of cireui ,s so as to avoid abrupt 

chan,~.eo of resistance, self induction, capacity and direction 

in the d,fferont parts. In other words, by making circuits more 

nearly if not wholly electrically homogen*ous. 
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USIS OF WXRI LESS h.L, G.:; PHY. 
a — — afar 

4any of its uses have appeared incidentally in the course 

of this discussion; now and unc~poctod ones are constantly be-

in discovered. :_ ne novel idea, which has possibly not been 

w utilized (but is patented, and is certainly unoxpectod), is 

for lighting by means of electric waves kerosene torches in 

orange groves to protect the fruit from frosts. 

rowever, its most important use and principal application 

thug far has been to maintain communication with and between 

vessels at sea. It is now vital to all navies, if they are to 

fulfil the object of their existence, and is spreading rapidly 

in the merchant marine. 

7n addition to its une an an ordinary means of conveying 

private information betwoon individuals, ashore and afloat, it 

adds to the safety of sea v,^ya es by onabltht masters of vesools 

to be forewarned - which is forcar mcd - of approaching weather 

and to assist in nredictthg the weather by furni^.:ping their own 

local observations from points hitherto inaccessible to the 

":~ ather Bureau. 1.n distress, they can call for assistance; 

their approach or departure is reported; noon time signals can 

bo received from shore; chronomst4rs compared at other times -

between ships or betwoon ships and shore stations. Nest ina-

tion of ships that have left port can be changed. 

Though I am not aware that it has yet been tune, I wish to 

point out the fact that the International signal gook lends 
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itself ( s rofulily to g.s€~ast co n.ca~;irfl by v irclo u tcic ra-

rhy rs y fla;s. :porators of any nationality ca . converse 

by its use, and it, is no stretch of thou itarzination to state 

that navigation laws will so;~etimo require mates and masters 

:f vossels to bo, not experts, but able to scn• and receive 

tl alphabet by wireless, just as they are now re iuired to be 

able to signal by fir s, aid that its use will 'sac ro' utred by 

the same laws, or forced by the aarinc i:isu'ancc copanias. 

I11 modes of apircation to the : ercLant nm ine of this 

.rethod of stCnalin are eually applicable to he "'avy, and 

in addition, it enables n conman9cr-in-cLicf to keep in touch 

with his units, 2t all times, rearless of weat.~:er, place, 

hour, and to a certain extent, distance; and in this i'10 its 

Great an c9 peculiar a'ivanta e over other forms of siE,nalin, 

and therefore its value to he ',avy. r one view of tYt mat-

ter it ray bo said t'. at it lossc^s t} chance for indivithal in-

itiat. ive, but this field Is still wide. ,able ca .tin is now 

ua~loss ; the last hope,  the only relief for an admiral. : to 

pct to sett anc1 ho lot alone - is, or seen r:iii he, tone.

separated floct no lcmjar becomes insta►:tly a lo f unrelatec 

units. Or, in azmther view of the matter, it ,tves he abil-

ity to ,control and direct frog a distance, wbich. multiplies 

the value of an array or a fleet. It also calls for the high-

oat qualities in the director, ac having he mcans, he must 

also have the kr:owled c to air ct. it is in the handg of he 
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Co~ and.er-in-c=ief, a new tool, which will xfsist him host, who 

knows boot how to use it. it i ^ not possible in the limits of 

this parer to refer more than briefly to its particular uses, 

as in scouting, .but it may be pointed out that a 2 word mes-

sage relayed from shin to ship at lr." miles apart and a11.owinr 

S 5 minutos for receiving and re-dispatching - which is amrlo -

will travel, towards its destination at the rate of 1200 miles 

per hour. It oxpecter" that roliahlc communicat.ion between 

shi is at 10'" nautical miles will soon be an accomplished fact. 

Six sets cc apparatus guaranteed to exchange messages at 250 

nautical miles have recently been installed and a iiistance of 

225 miles has been obtained. There is every reason to believe 

that 25,( c tiloa will he obtained under f'uvorablo circumstances 

with an expenditure of not riore than 3 gorse-power. The wcrh-

ing rae ius of the sets first installed was 40 to 70 miles. 

r\s is well known no reliable informal ion as to its use 

during action has et boon rtade public; oxperimento during 

target practice indicate to ability of a properly mounted re- 

cord_r to operate during actual firing, but reception by tel-

ephone is if 2acult, and with more than one gun firing, tin-

practicable, unless a sound proof booth can be constructed. 

Of course stations that are useful in action should be behind 

armor, though the range of reception is thereby decreased. 

.Further experimente will be undertaken at the first battle 

efficiency practice. 
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:n he rmy, ^ortabls wircless telcgraph sets will replace 

to some extent th t; present field telcrranhs and telephones. 

Combined land and sea operations ar1l.l be as"isted by its use. 

The Signal Corps in its line to Alaska has filled one gap of 

i`:7 miles with wireless tolcraphy which is working daily on 

cortrierciul and goyernrrental business. "sz jor "quire, of tie 

ignal Corps, has recently discovered the value of trees as 

recoivers. 

The Artillery use it in long range target practice. Also 

its corn~ercial so to exteMing in outlying parts of t1-

world, where cables or 1 rmd lines are ct iff icult or too expen-

sive to construct • Stations are being built on the Amazon, 

th coasts cif .entral America am elscwhare by companiee hay-

trig large interests in those ;uarters. 

t r i11 tor7r. an interrel and important part of th, coast 

signal s>F=stems c all ^:aratime countries in peace and war. 

.ts prcrnc .ors ftrn:l- b lieve that it will compote with 

cables on he Atlsntic. It is proposed to have central sending 

stations in large cities to nup-. ly news and market quotations 

to receivers in outlying cities and towns. =ow mining camps 

con by connected with ircless, 'prior to building the regular`s

means of communication. 

ncuj h has been said to ai-ow that wireless telegraphy has \` 

a wide field of usefulness, public and private. Its use ot, 

.'1 
th ether is bound to extend aryl mutual arrangements, 1e isle - 

tier. and internatienol agreement will ull in time be neee:3sary 

to secure the greatest efficiency. 
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Many of the limitatione as well as the uses of wireless tele-

graphy have appeared elsewhere in this paper. some, or most of 

them, we hope will pass 5wa,,, as our knowledge increases. Our dis-

tance limitations are, as has east boon stated, about 250 miles 

with 3 H. '. between ships. ='e can devote more power and space and 

aerial wire to this service and this distance can be greatly in-

creased, but probably not without interfering somewhat with other 

e~jually important functions of the vessels. 2503 miles achieved un-

der favorable conditions should give a working radius of 125 miles 

at all times. 

On shore the distance is, we hope, practically* unlimited, but 

this has yet to be fully proved. 

The 3)epartmont's shore stations will be spaced so that ships 

with a communicating radius of 125 miles will be practically at all 

times in touch when within 1 c miles of the coast, and be able to 

receive (from powerful stations) practically anywhere in the :oet 

Indies or Yhilippines. 

The precise number of wave lengths, or tunes, which will be nee• 

ossary for the use of a fleet, so that its different squadrons an„ 

-- ~ivision:s can communicate with each other and the flag without mu-

tua1 interference, depends on the size of the fleet. The precise 

interval between tunes which will prevent interfcrence is not yet 

definitely known for all cases. Interf renco from :waves varying 

3 per e_:nt from the standard has been successfully prevented. 
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7nterforcnee prevention has been, and is being, made the 

sub jcct of much stud' ad experi cant . If in uenaral practice a 

wave variation of 3 per cent will muff ice to prevent intorfor-

ance, a rant o of tunes which will accow4^odate all classes of 

business can easily be p rcvided. Than the s rohlec of: successful 

intorcoi^.municaticn bctwcen stations having different tunes inust 

be solved, in order that sharp tuninC (extreme selectivity) will 

not prove as oba_rrancinC as universal responders 

Stations are already provided with tenth curves, ag:owing 

within their liraits the wave lengths of both the open and closed 

circuits, so that those can he adjusted to any tune within the 

range of the apparatus ► but means of ♦nickly akin th0 ee ad-

justrenLs have not yct boen instnllod, c ccpt in two or three 

shore stations. If the method adopted there proves satisfactory 

its use will be extended. All this i Cpl ics graduated variable 

condensers and variable induc*snces in both open and closed 

circuits, preferably graduated in wave Ion ths. 

There aro several very convenient and well graduated forms 

of condensers and inductances, both vartnble, but an entirely 

satisfactory echo is of r id of rapid and certain tuning is 

not yet the pro''erty of any one s -'stem. 

Ravin; solved tho nroblei of interference by providing roe-

~nators which will rick cut. each its own note froi conpiax ether 

vibrations, the further problem of interference by vibrations 

sent out in the same tune by the eneriy must be attacked. "ahis 

may ho clone bH clockwork, using Greenwich time, or corm cypher 
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or other pre-arruned syst.o of tune ch:an^„ina  which will block 

interference until it is useless. 

sal io.ious interference in time of peace can be prevented 

in the courts, and secrecy assured by cpher codes. 

Just at present, in anplyin wireless telcnraph; to '.'avaal 

purposes, much embaarrascscnt is caused by the -!ialtinlicity of 

codes. It has been deemed re coasa' , in order tr m;tico signal-

line bj wireless conform with other Naval codos, to use the 

i -fag t oche in dots and dashes for official aval use. ith 

private shore stations and U.s. steamships it is necessary to 

With f oroin vessels and shore stations 

Continental 'ores. ccasionally an operator, expert in all 

tree code, can 

strongly against 

the orga►ixaat icr 

be dovolaped, but the use of three militat. es 

expertneSS in any, and hampers very r•raatly 

of an cif iciont corps of operators, the pee -

session of which, it cannot but be evident, i absolutely es-

sential in order to utilize the capEabilitices of v ircless tale-

Craphy. 

Continental 4oree is used by all cable eompenies, and 

universally abroad. It i probably easier to read, if nit as 

rapid to send, as 1"Zertcan "erso ; it is more rapid than the 

Navy Cole and is as well adapted for use in the trig -gag Coda. 

rncrica n :orse, on account of spncin , is not well alaptod 

for wigwaggtng. 

In international tole rraph coda is greatly to be desired 

and I hope in time will be rorcod by ships' use of wireless 
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tclegr4~phy. In the rneanti ue, with three codes forced on our 

aper tors, the Ueve10 rt-ent t the art in the Navy will continue 

to be rcatly htu; rod and returded. This is csr eciaily true 

in sending and also in receiving when the telephone is used. 

This brings us to the question of audible vs. visible 

reccpt:on. 

e learn hn t th e strong waves sent out by. he ; oldhu 

station are read ög the colorer in the th ty rior of vorttany 

ioany hundreds of miles d.i bait; but the fact ra:rrains that the 

coherers now in use docreaee the rec~ivini range nearly 50 :per 

cent, as comj tired with the t,eleihone, and they have not the 

selective qualities of he hwnan ear. Any vagrant wave that 

i~apressios itself' on the cohorer ili make as rood a Lark on 

the tr~p0 us any dot or dash ever regularly sent out. 

! earing in mind the fact that . 7 racL.;al _y 11 tolegrams 

received in the United ::Mates are road by sound, a record, 

though very desirable, cannot be coy;.;iuered neccusary, especially 

es the range of communication is thereby ouch decreased when 

ccx~s:srcd with telephonic rccGi tion. 

cohortr operated stetion requires a. swaller force and 

is leee futiRruing than whore the telephone iu used, since the 

latter, having no c~.11, requires unre itting n.ttenticn. A call 

that will :pork to the rentest di t'ancc o; the telephone is 

greatly needed. 

j;uring bright auu ight or hot sultry weather rcuch -reater 

® energy we required to nend a ,iven di: tanee than 1s needed to 
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send the same distance at other times, and this it often a 

serious lic itation. rransmi sion in dayli, ht is ai uys poor 

in camp rison. Y'ith transiseion at night, but the a hunt of 

dif ferenco is very vs. iable. 

At some te~tion€, sttosphcriC discharges rroduce scriour 

interference. t:.t dry Tortu7a3, for instant, during certain 

hours c,_' the day c'ocept an is i possibie. These discharges are 

th3 )roUuct of vu'•:r nt i ves o# Venous kinds which honc their 

own periods of recurrence and occurrence in different latitudes 

at alff'crenb seat  ;one of the year, tin..+ though they may be 

partialiy selected out, they cannot be enjoined. 

There are further limitations due to local conditions at 

stetioons h ch we ero riot ti;us far aUe tr. rore~ee, and not 

always able to ovorcorro. in i~r erCecct refle'ti.n screen only 

occa ioiuJ.ly .iif ±fed, seem to surround some localities. Little 

co . cs in, and little aces not. They r rain in the dhadow contin-

uu11y. ;:titer stutiaus, again, pear to be the meeting point 

of oloctric wavfis of €aLl kinds from still quarters, and are ox- 

ceptiora11y ;food bath for transmitting and recFivine. The 

screening effect of hi °h land or heavy underwrowth and tall trees 

in the vicinity or a station is well settled, but is not 

definite z.n anuunt. 

n :'rut there is s --reat deal more cuelitative than quan-

t.tativo information cv. ilable concerning wireless telegraphy, 

but a numPer of expert invert ,utors are now conducting ox-

porimonts which cannot fail to add greatly to our knpc.lede of 

the actions that take dace, and to in. cete the direction in 

which improve cots can be made. 
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nor instance, Frofessor fierce of Hervard has shown that 

when the ordinary spark ap is replaced by a Coo,>cr-;i wett 

aercury iattrrupter, the received energy is increased four tree, 

other thins asin equal. 

This shows how rc t th e Ines: irp the ordinary form of 

S Grh ;F:I aYust he, producing, us it does sound, i :ht, het and 

ti lc tric waves simultaneous iy. 

rircicss te1cCruphy has no yet been dunlexed . pore then 

one mescaye can be received at the sae tine at the acme station. 

Two c:: .acs can be sent from the same station at the same time 

also, but no stati©n i; yet prepared to r,cnd end receive at 

the sane tiro. 

~h1s pryE :_rtieuily ►.irate the capecity of ireless telegraph 

:tativns to ap oximately 35 wor4s per minute, one wry, under 

the r oa t favorable circus stz noes, with one er,c1er and one receiver. 

If ar aned to send or receive two or lore tunes at the saute 

time, the capacity 18 increased but is still only one ways. 

A c a:pany spas recently been rormed for the purpose of ex-

A lotinw en invention to detect he direction from which the 

raves proceed. This, if su ccssful, will be directly applicable 

to naviatiori f„r the lotting, of ships' positions. 

rof. ;Atom, an Italian scientist, has rec erttly made extended 

cxpericrente in the f: •oJuction o{' eliptical:iy polriasU waves in 

which the energy predominates in the fender axis of the ellipses. 

Th.s is an of 'ort, - and it :is said to have been succ sful, -

to direct the wave ener.;y. 
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As has been previously stated, the ienr ̀ .h of the wavee now 

u$*d prohibits the idea of us in` reflectors to direct thou. 

Marconi' s first apparatus generated waves approxirmatoly 10 in-

ches in length, which were directed by means of a parabolic 

.ri irror . 

e have inefficient means of produc ink waves of any desir-

ed length, of breaking thou up so as to form signals, and of 

receiving these signals at ,seat distances. 3ut due to the only 

partial selectivity of or receivers we are l ishla to interrup-

tion and confusion when two or more wave trains of the sarme or 

different periods arrive at the same place at the same time. 

;`;;e have no practical means of directing the waves produced 

so as to intensify their action in the desired direct;on and 

prevent their detection out of the plane of transmission. _3ut 

with good selectivity this is not essential. I have pointed 

out, in attempting to describe the way in which the wares are 

produced, that the oseillaatin discharge of a condenser spreads 

th energy, small in any case, over a series of waves which is 

called as wave train and that the interval between wave trains 

is great in comparison with their length. :o groat that no vi-

bratory effect produced in the receiver is likely to last over 

from ono train to the next. 

It the wave detector is such that it operates by virtue of 

the potential or current effect produced and not by the heating 

cffvct of the current, any number of oscillations per wave train, 

beyond that necessary to produce a maximum in the receiver, for 
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the energy per occillation received, is wasted, and he same 

energy had bettor be eoncantrate I in less number of naves, 

just that number necessary to produce a maximum in the receiv-

ing circuit. The waves far train are a function  of the 1 ongth 

of spark gap and potential as well as of the capacity and in-

ductance of tl circuit. For instance, if there are 2r' waves 

in a train and the maximuri effect in the receiver is produced 

at the pass ink of the 10th wave, the energy in th remaining 

10 waves is wasted. 

Y t would be better to have the ama enemy crncentratcd in 

10 waves, each of greater amplitude, and thus produce a hither 

maximum in the receiver. 

,tgair., as Pr. ^e Forest has pointed out, the receiving 

circuit can be so dcci;ned that, it will have produced in it by 

equally spaced vibrations, stationer„' waves, such as are pro-

duced in Lecher wires, with alternating nodes tin 3 lco s of po-

tential an. currant, and the wave I tector can be placed at 

points of maximum current or potential according to its mode 

of action. 

roductior,  ' rang>mission, .'.oception, all present some un-

solved problems, but the prowess made in ton years gives as-

surance that in -inother decade :ireless Telegraphy will be es-

tablished on a firm theoretical and practical baste. 


